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Our cover features Oberwerk’s 6.5x32 binoculars, about which ATT editor Gary Parkerson shares extensive thoughts. 32-mm binos might seem
an unlikely subject for feature coverage in
this journal. After all, light buckets they are
ASTRONOMY
not, and yes, aperture is still king in the
TECHNOLOGY TODAY
astro-tech realm. Nevertheless, Parkerson
is confident you’ll agree that the 10 attributes he highlights more than offset even OBERWERK
LW
that glaring limitation. Meanwhile, the 6.5X32-MM
BINOCULARS
REASONS TO
background eclipse image is from Dr. 10CONSIDER
THE
LITTLEST OBIES
James Dire’s tutorial on how to get the
most of the August 21 solar eclipse. Dr.
Dire’s speaks from hard-earned experience; his checklist, the result of numerous
eclipse encounters, is of particular benefit
to those of us who anticipate your first.
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MAKING THE MOST
OF AN ECLIPSE
STRATEGIES FOR THE AUGUST 21, 2017
GREAT AMERICAN SOLAR ECLIPSE

By Dr. James R. Dire

I have travelled around the globe to see
a dozen solar eclipses over the course of my
life, including to five continents and countries such as China, Iceland, Turkey, and
Zambia, and tropical islands such as Aruba
and Hawaii (the official name of the Big Island). I have been the leader or co-leader
of many eclipse expeditions. The largest
had 610 people on three chartered airliners
to Aruba in 1998. The smallest were sevenmember teams to Zambia in 2001 and
Turkey in 2006. In short, I have enough
hard-earned experience planning these
trips to know what typically goes right and
what can go wrong.
For the Great American Solar Eclipse
on August 21, 2017, there was no choice
for me where I want to be: Saint Joseph,
Missouri. St. Joe, as we call it, is where I
grew up. Although I haven’t lived there
since I graduated high school, my parents
still live there, as well as siblings, friends
and more cousins than I can count.
When I first leaned several decades back
that the centerline of the 2017 solar eclipse
passes through St. Joseph (Image 1), there
was never any question in my mind that I
would go there for the eclipse, forty years
after I graduated from St. Joe's Central
High School.
St. Joseph would be on my short list
of places to observe this year’s eclipse re-

Image 1 - The centerline for the August 21, 2017 total solar eclipse passes right through St.
Joseph, Missouri, the author’s hometown.

gardless of my hometown ties. Most of my
usual criteria for the best spot to go for an
eclipse are met at that location. Those include, in no particular order:

1. Ease of getting there from points
far away;
2. Weather prospect for the site;
3. Ease of relocating once there, if the
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Image 2 - This graph shows the average cloud cover for August 21, 2017 along the eclipse
path. Image courtesy of NASA.

Image 3 - Dr. Dire’s favorite solar eclipse photo is one he took February 26, 1998 with a
4-inch f/10 Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope. The image perfectly captures the Sun’s dipole
magnetic fields lines in the corona.
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last-minute weather forecast is
poor; and
4. Length of totality compared to
other sites.
St. Joseph, population 76,500, is very
easy to get to, because the Kansas City International (KCI) Airport is located almost
halfway between downtown Kansas City,
Missouri and St. Joseph. It is one of the easiest airports to get in and out of as most
gates are less than 100 feet from a streetside curb. One can travel from most points
in the US to KCI in one or two flights,
even from my home on Kauai (one plane
change in Phoenix).
Image 2 shows the cloud probabilities
along the totality path. Note on August 21,
St. Joseph, as well as all of Nebraska,
Kansas and Missouri, are very favorable.
Only a few points in Oregon and Idaho are
better. Note from the graph how weather
prospects get significantly worse from eastern Tennessee to Charleston, South Carolina! Totality length is also very good in
St. Joseph, two minutes, 38 seconds. That’s
only three seconds less the maximum for
the eclipse.
Finally, St. Joseph lies in the Great
Plains where there are long open stretches
of highway in every direction. If I must relocate the day before the eclipse, 400 miles
in either direction, I should have no trouble doing so. It’s not as easy to do that in
Oregon or South Carolina.
I usually run several science experiments during a solar eclipse. These include
contact timings, temperature measurements, scattered light studies and barometric pressure. I also do photography
(Image 3) and videography. Image 4
shows the light intensity and temperature
variation for the 1998 Aruba eclipse. Most
eclipses have similar scattered light curves,
but the temperature variations all depend
on the time of day and amount of clouds
present from first to fourth contact. The
depth of the temperature drop also de-
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pends on the altitude and relative humidity.
For contact timings, I like to use a
Newtonian telescope to project the image
onto a screen with a timer (Image 5). Twoto four-inch apertures are great for this.
Larger Newtonians can be stopped down,
as they generate too much heat at the eyepiece, and the image for a close-by screen is
too bright (Image 6). Also, you
don’t want to project with expensive eyepieces like Nagler, Ethos, or Plossls. They
will not survive. I use a two-element 18mm Ramsden eyepiece. The elements are
widely separated inside the barrel and they
contain no optical adhesives. My 18-mm
Ramsden eyepiece has survived decades of
solar projection.
I use a video camera to record the solar
projection with a stopwatch in the field of
view synced to a shortwave radio time signal. I use the video to calculate contact
times later when I am home. The camera’s
microphone can record the timing signals
from the shortwave radio, as well as
comments I dictate to it during the event.
In the days before digital cameras, I verbally recorded exposure times on videotape
or audiotape – it takes too much time during totality to write it down. Today’s digi-

Image 4 - The blue graph shows how the intensity of scattered light varies during a total
solar eclipse. The instrument was pointed at blue sky away from the Sun during the
entire eclipse. The red graph shows how the air temperature in the shade varied
throughout the eclipse.

tal cameras record all exposure data for
each taken image, making record keeping
easier.
For solar projection, I am bringing my
114-mm f/10 Newtonian on a CG-1 German equatorial mount (see Images 7 and

8). The mount has a 6-volt DC Right Ascension drive that will track the Sun’s motion across the sky during the event.
Besides recording the projection for contact times, the screen allows many people
to track the progress of the partial phases
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Image 7 - The author’s 114-mm f/10 Newtonian can track the Sun and project it onto
a screen attached to the telescope. The finder scope has been replaced by a piece of
PVC pipe. The pipe serves as a finder by centering the Sun’s projection onto a hand
held below it.
Image 5 - The exact times of the beginning
and end of totality can be determined by
telescopically projecting the eclipse onto a
screen next to an accurate timepiece and
video recording the event.

Image 6 - This annual solar eclipse was
projected onto a screen using a 10-inch
f/4.5 Newtonian that was stopped down
using a piece of cardboard with an off-axis,
three-inch hole cut out of it.
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Image 8 - The screen can be moved closer to or farther from the eyepiece to make the
Sun’s projection smaller (brighter) or larger (dimmer).
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without solar glasses.
Baily’s beads and the diamond ring are
visible on the projection letting us know
exactly when it’s safe to look up during totality. I am always looking up during totality, in between taking pictures, so I have
never looked at the projection. But video
playback shows that the projection picks
up the chromosphere, solar prominences
and some of the corona!
When projecting with a much larger
Newtonian containing an aperture stop,
like in Image 6, the aperture stop can be
removed during totality. The extra mirror
area will collect enough light to see much
more of the corona on the projection. Care
must be taken to replace the aperture stop
after totality (or point the telescope away
from the Sun), as well as replacing solar filters on other optical devises.
For photography, I am planning on
using my Stellarvue SV-70T apochromatic
refractor (Image 9, also see ATT Vol. 11,
Issue 2). I have an Orion solar filter for the
partial phases. I am bringing a small alt-azimuth mount to hold the telescope as its
420-mm focal length is too great to hold
steady manually.
For the flight to Kansas City, the SV70T, my cameras and laptop will be packed
safely in my carry-on bags. The 114-mm

Image 7 - The author intends to photograph the eclipse using a 70-mm f/6 Stellarvue
apo.

Newtonian, tripods and mounts will be in
two checked bags, one a hard case designed
for golf clubs. My clothes will serve as
packing materials around these instruments.
I am arriving four days early. This will
allow me plenty of time to collimate the
Newtonian, test all equipment, check the
weather forecast for St. Joseph, visit family
and friends, and plan escape routes should
the weather necessitate relocating.

Hopefully, the weather will be perfect
in St. Joseph, and I will be able to view the
eclipse with all my family and friends living
there, as well as those meeting me there
from all points of the compass. If not, I
hope to make it to a clear spot. Short of
that, there’s always the next eclipse in Chile
on July 2, 2019, and a little farther down
the road, the April 8, 2024 solar eclipse
whose USA path extends from Texas to
Maine!

If you use a laptop computer in the field at night, you don't want to lose your
night vision or interfere with other astronomers! The RED EYES Screen Light
Shield products and the all new Computer Cave are the answer. Developed
by an astrophotographer, for the astrophotographer.
RED EYES
Computer Screen Light Shield
The RED EYES
Computer
Screen Light
Shield
reduces the
amount of
non-red light
coming from your laptop or CRT
display, or even your TV screen while
using a webcam!
Standard sheet size 9"x15" $13.95
Large sheet size 11"x16" $16.95

RED EYES
ACRYLIC Computer Light Shield

If you need a more rigid screen cover
for your computer, RED EYES is available in the acrylic version.
Standard sheet size 9"x15" $17.95
Large sheet size 11"x16" $21.95

RED EYES
"CLING"

Computer
Cave

Now the same
great RED EYES
especially developed
for your iPhone,
iTouch, iPad, DSLR camera, and all
other handheld devices. Stop the interference of the bright light from your cell
phone, tablet, or camera at night. And
we now have Xtra Dark Cling available!
Size 3"x 5 1/4" for all iPhones/ cell
phones/DSLR's
$5.95
Size 6"x 9" for iPads/tablets $13.95

Do you need to
protect your
laptop and
prevent the
annoyance of
light pollution at night? The Computer
Cave is the perfect solution for outdoor
computing. During the day, the white
plastic reflects the sunlight and helps
your laptop stay cool. And it also keeps
the dew off of your eyepieces!
Computer Cave: $29.95
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